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It essentials 7.0

Spring has sprung, so now is the time to stock up on items that will help you make the most of warmer, sunnier days ahead.From gardening equipment to cleaning gadgets to outdoor gear and more, we've picked out the springtime essentials that will get you prepared for the season. Whether you’re gearing up for spring
adventures or spring cleaning, this roundup will get you started.How to make spring cleaning as easy as possibleSun Joe 2030 PSI 14.5-Amp Pressure Washer: $179.99 at Bed Bath & BeyondAfter a long winter, freshen up the exterior of your home with Sun Joe’s 2030 model. This pressure washer is powered by
electricity, so no fuel is required, and it delivers 14.5 amps of power. An extension wand is included for reaching out-of-the-way areas. You can also buy it at Home Depot.Roborock S6 Pure Robot Vacuum and Mop: $519.99 at AmazonNot really looking forward to cleaning the spring thaw off your floors? Let the Roborock
S6 do it for you with its intuitive mapping technology and reliable suction. It's a vacuum and mop in one so it will conquer the dirt on all of your floors. This smart cleaning machine can also be controlled by voice via Alexa or Siri.  Also available at Wayfair.Dyson Ball Multifloor II Bagless Vacuum: $299.99 at Wayfair (was
$399.99)If you’re loathing spring cleaning, the Dyson Ball Vacuum is well-equipped to help. Powerful suction and filtration, a large dirt canister, swivel steering, and four onboard tools mean it’s ready to make your home sparkle this season. It’s also available at Home Depot and Amazon.Hoover SmartWash Automatic
Carpet Cleaner: $269.99 at Kohl's (was $299.99)The SmartWash lives up to its name by accomplishing several carpet cleaning tasks automatically so you don't have to. It mixes cleaning solutions for mess-free cleaning, plus there's no trigger to fuss with – simply push forward to dispense the cleaner and pull back to
extract it. It’s also available at Amazon.Custom closet: $804+ at The Container StoreIt's easier to keep your closet tidy year-round if you optimize your storage options. Consider investing in a custom closet design from The Container Store to make sure you get the most from your spring cleaning efforts.Gardening
supplies for springScuddles Garden Tools Set: $26.99 at Amazon (was $32.99)When it comes to getting your garden in shape, this collection of useful tools includes everything you need to prepare for the upcoming planting season. You'll get gardening gloves, a small shovel, trowel, mini rake, spade, weeder, cultivator,
and storage bag with compartments to keep your items organized and ready to use.Barnel USA Professional Heavy Duty Hedge Shears: $72.90 at Home DepotUnruly hedges are no match for Barnel's heavy-duty shears that have 11.25-inch carbon steel blades that easily cut through branches. A self-oiling center bolt
and cushioned handles will make keeping your shrubbery looking its best a little easier.The must-have gadgets of spring 2021Instant Pot Duo Evo Plus 8-Quart: $174.99 at Macy'sChances are you'll want to spend more time outdoors and less time cooking as spring rolls around, and the versatile Instant Pot Duo Evo Plus
can help with that. This multi-cooker boasts 10 functions with programmable controls so you can cook without spending a lot of time in the kitchen. You can also find it at Amazon.Fire TV Stick 4K: $37.99 at Amazon (was $49.99)You won't miss your favorite sports, shows, movies, and more this season with the Fire TV
Stick 4K version. In addition to providing fast performance with access to your favorite streaming services, it offers immersive image quality with Alexa available at your command.Bose SoundLink Revolve+ Portable Bluetooth Speaker: $249 at Amazon (was $299)Wherever the new season takes you, the SoundLink
Revolve+ speaker is ready to go, too. It’s equipped with a durable handle, remarkable sound, and reliable Bluetooth connectivity so you can enjoy the spring weather along with your favorite music.Family supplies for springBaby Jogger City Mini Stroller: $174.99-$269.99 at BuyBuyBaby (was $249.99-$269.99)If you are
ready to enjoy the spring weather with your little one, the City Mini stroller will make your trips to the park or your walk around the neighborhood a breeze. Its durable wheels easily navigate bumpy terrain, while the compact design folds for transport. Extras like a sun shade and ample on-board storage simplify your
travels. It’s also available at Amazon. Hertzco 2-1in-1 Dog and Cat Grooming Tool: $17.99 at Chewy (was 35.98)It's common for many pets to shed more in the spring, but the right grooming tool can control the fallout before it lands on your furniture and floors. Hertzco's 2-in-1 model possesses dual sides with a de-
shedding tool and comb and can be used for grooming both dogs and cats. You'll also find it at Amazon.Spring 2021 fashionCarter's Baby Girl Easter Dress and Cardigan Set: $14.40 at Kohl's (was $24)With spring comes Easter, and this adorable dress and cardigan set is adorned with bunnies is perfect for the
upcoming holiday season. Choose from sizes for newborns to 24 months.The North Face Big Boys Resolve Reflective Jacket: $70 at BackcountryThis lightweight boy's jacket is made for days when there's a slight chill in the air but a heavy coat isn't necessary. It features water-resistant material with an attached hood
and chin guard for extra protection in rainy, breezy weather. It's available in boy's sizes from XX-small to large. It’s also available at Macy’s. Smartwool Men's Merino Sport 150 Polo Shirt: $41.95 at Backcountry (was $60)Smartwool delivers the best of both worlds with this polo shirt – soft, breathable Merino wool and a
laid-back look that's a go-to favorite for warmer days. It's a timeless casual style that's suitable for work or play and goes nicely with shorts, jeans, and khakis. It comes in several versatile colors, too. Calvin Klein Floral Print Chiffon High-Low Dress: $129 at Macy'sNo style says spring has arrived quite like a floral dress.
This chiffon design by Calvin Klein has flowing ruffles in addition to bright blooms, so it's perfect for special occasions or casual springtime wear.Jennifer Manfrin is a writer for BestReviews. BestReviews is a product review company with a singular mission: to help simplify your purchasing decisions and save you time and
money. BestReviews spends thousands of hours researching, analyzing, and testing products to recommend the best picks for most consumers. BestReviews may earn a commission if you purchase a product through one of our links.  Skip navigation!UPDATE: Cannabis retailers and hardware stores are now closed
and some construction halted as Ontario Premier Doug Ford added 30 more businesses to the list of non-essential services. Businesses had to shut their doors by midnight April 5 for a minimum of two weeks. In Quebec, the province extended its non-essential closure rules until May 4. "If we relax our efforts, we'll just
delay the moment when we'll be able to go back to our lives," said Quebec Premier François Legault at a press conference. Here is a full list of essential businesses in Ontario, which includes grocery stores, gas stations, and beer, wine, and liquor stores.Now, amid a series of government announcements from both
federal and provincial health officials, including the limiting of group gatherings and some businesses shuttering their doors indefinitely, many are referring to "essential businesses" as immune from these processes. But what are these essential businesses that governments have deemed important enough to remain
open as we begin to lockdown? And what is considered a non-essential business?Essential businesses are ones that the public rely on in their day-to-day life. This includes banks, hospitals, supermarkets, pharmacies, gas stations, post offices, and the like. They carry supplies necessary for survival, both in the long and
short-term. In contrast, non-essential businesses are those that people frequent for pleasure, like gyms, bars, restaurants, movie theatres, museums, and concert halls, among others. Many non-essential businesses are hubs of social interaction, making the effects of the coronavirus sting all the more detrimental for the
masses who are effectively practising social distancing. 1 of 11 They say spring is a time of renewal, but fall also feels that way when it comes to office style. Maybe it’s the school year drummed forever into our subconscious or the change of seasons that inspire us. Either way, September is an ideal time to refresh your
wardrobe basics. Here are a few of our favorite places to start. Get Men’s Health style tips sent right to your inbox. Sign up for The Style Siren newsletter. 2 of 11 Slim Cargo We’ve been extolling the virtues of colorful chinos for quite some time now. If you haven’t come aboard that train, or if you’re ready for a new
silhouette, try the slim cargo pant ($70, landsendcanvas.com). The pockets stay sleek and offer an added level of interest beyond a flat-front pocket. Just don’t clunk the look up by wearing them too big, or load the pockets down with bulky items. Here are more ways to Trick Out Your Trousers. 3 of 11 Plaid Shirt The 90s
called and they think you should reconsider the humble plaid shirt again. There’s reason: they’re unfussy, versatile, and thanks to the cycles of style, in fashion again. Go dressy and wear yours with a knit tie or under a sports coat. It’s the unexpected mix that makes it modern ($70, nautica.com). Looking your best is just
the first step to a sexier and healthier future—let The Lean Belly Prescription do the rest. 4 of 11 Fair Isle Sweater Plain, solid sweaters are perfectly nice. They’re perfectly fine. We like them, we really do. It’s just that you might want to tray a pattern knit now and again to mix up your look. When the moment strikes you,
the fair isle sweater or sweater vest is a slightly preppy option ($30, uniqlo.com). Alone or layered under a denim or tweed jacket (see next suggestion), it’ll smarten up whatever you wear it with. 5 of 11 Tweed Sport Coat We know what you’re thinking: tweed sport coats remind you of grandpas, professors, and
Boardwalk Empire. But before you go all Nucky Thompson on us, think about the versatility of layering on a tweed jacket rather than a medium-weight coat. (Just make sure you know how to Sculpt Your Suit!) It adds instant authority—without having to rub anyone out ($245, llbeansignature.com). 6 of 11 Wool Tie
Tweeds and wools are the textures of the season, so don’t be limited to including them in sport coats. Ties are a new but if you’re not quite ready to embrace those dark jewel tones of the season, may we suggest a cool gray like this one from our favorite new tie brand, The Knottery ($40, knottery.com)? 7 of 11 Dress
Watch Rubber bracelet watches are meant for the locker room, not a boardroom. If you aspire to bigger and better things, let your wrist be an indicator of your upward mobility. The classic black crocodile printed leather band and roman numerals on this Mont Blanc will keep your style timeless ($3,340, montblanc.com).
For more watches to suit your style and budget, check out the Ultimate Guide to Watches. 8 of 11 Monk Strap Shoes Break away from the lace-up brogues. Here’s something new to try for fall: the monk strap. You can ease into single like this handsome fella or do full bore into the trend with a double whammy of straps
on the side. Either way, we like them in this rich shade of reddish brown. Your shoes will make a statement before you even open your mouth ($125, aldoshoes.com). 9 of 11 Glenplaid Suit The sweltering days of summer are behind you. It’s time to amp up your style game and don tailored clothing willingly again. We like
this J Crew Ludlow Suit because the sleek, modern silhouette flatters most body types, the tailoring is sharp and the Italian wool fabric is rich ($595, jcrew.com). The classic glenplaid pattern will add a little oomph without ever feeling overbearing. Get Men's Health style tips sent right to your inbox. Sign up for The Style
Siren newsletter. 10 of 11 Leather Bag Nylon messenger bags can look a little . . . amateurish. If you’re stuck on the bag style, upgrading to leather—especially an unexpected but still neutral color like this gray one—will instantly elevate your look. The clean lines of this Coach style and the rich hue will endure in any
season ($398, coach.com). 11 of 11 Shoe Care Kit It’s wise to weatherize your shoes in advance of the slush and salt that will age leather like pale skin left in a tanning booth. Invest in this handy and handsome kit from Johnston & Murphy that includes creams, mitts and brushes designed to save your hide ($70,
johnstonmurphy.com).
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